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Robot Races in San Fancisco

B

Q

efore I ramble into my own thoughts about the 1993 San
Francisco Robot Competition and Exhibition, let me
annouce the robot winners and their creators.
It seems this year that the prires and trophies were divided
among a fewer, but fiercer, number of competitors.
The fiercest must have been Gerry. His helium balloon
rope climber definitely pushed the judges leniency, however,
balloons were not disqualified in the rules, and the balloon rose
to the occasion. Not only did it go up, but, cleverly the balloon
was leaking helium all the way up and after a few seconds at the
top, would leak enough to come down. Balloons will be out
next year, Gerry, what will you come up with next?
The more traditional approach was taken by Mark
Medonis who made a friction type rope climber out of lego
parts. There was a switch and a small circuit to reverse direction of the motor drive when the device reached the red disk
at the top. Using sand paper to increase the friction was one of
his techniques.
Jerry Burton, president of the Robotics Society of Southern California. told me he felt that rope climbing had no
practical application to home robotics. I agree. But most nr
botics clubs are overwhelmed by computer experts, and I
thought the rope climbing event would bring mechanically
oriented people into the competition. It's an easy event to set up
and if you have a high ceiling or an outdoor event, it makes a
spectacular show.

Robot clubs are full of computer
experts. I thought rope climbing
would bring the mechanically
oriented people out to compete

Q

Now, on to the potato peeling event. Gerry built an impressive
lathe type device with an electric drill. A rope around the drill
bit somehow moved the peeler blade. It was a big mess. But he
successfully deskined more than half the spud. Deb Shaw's
Roberta was an Armatron that assaulted the defensless potato
speared again by an electric drill. And Mark Madonis produced
a microscopic peel with an improvised hand-over-hand rope
climiber. Hopefully, potato peeling will produce some more
sophisticated arms in the upcoming years.

by Brad Smallridge
SfRSA

The bigger maze proved to be a challenge. Mike Saari's
Louie succesfully navigated the maze autonomously and the
scoring was set up so that the autonomous machines were
scored high. This was an impressive showing given the more
than double complexity of the mare this year. Not to say that
manual machines were excluded. On the contrary, Gerry's Od)
whipped through the maze in less than 10 seconds.
A little confusion was created as Daniel Lehrbaum's and
Marc Cuevas' machine Superhero navigated by sonar but had~
map of pre-programmed turns. Is this a dead-reckoner or autonomous machine? On the one hand it has pre-programmed
(Please see Robot Races continued on p . 7)
Below: Mark Medonis starts his rope-climbing robot Harold
during the rope-climbing competition.
(Photo courtesy Brad Smallridge)
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Exploring Robota lncognita

R

obot builders are like explorers on
the margins of a vast, undiscovered counuy, a place where the maps
read only Robota lncognita.
Unlike other fields of exploration,
in Robota lncognita Amateurs and Professionals start on more nearly equal
ground. There are differences between
Professional and Amateur robot
builders: 1) Professionals have more
money to spend on their robots; 2) Professionals have more specialized
knowledge. However, compared to
fields like Nuclear Physics or Oceanography, the differences between
Professional and Amateur robot builders
are minor.
We in Amateur Robotics can make
up for being cash poor the way amateur
explorers always have done, with dedication, frugality and mutual assistance.
But if we are ever to bridge that second
advantage the Professionals enjoy, their
specialized knowledge, we must thoroughly educate ourselves.

robots as we can. More, faster, cheaper.
To build lots of robots on a shoestring, to endure incremental failure and
success we need faith in our goal. But
what is our goal?
Here we're likely to get all tangled
up in the fact that every robot builder out
there has different aspirations as to what
his robot should do. I'd like to sidestep
the indeterminate issue of the ultimate
goals of robotics and stay with a goal
that is the first step toward all those
ultimate_goals.
This intermediate goal is to build
robots of graduated difficulty and capability, recording all details along the way
so othe~ can follow. Every robot builder
should strive to build a sequence of machines that starts from the simplest
possible and, through successive stepwise refinements, blazes a trail deep into
Robota Jncognita. But most important,
like any explorer, each robot builder
should record his personal journey to the
Frontier, even though it means at first

We in Amateur Robotics can make up for
being cash poor the way amateur explorers
always have done, with dedication, frugality
and mutual assistance.
I don't mean we should all quit our jobs
and get Robotics Engineering degrees;
most of us come from some sort of general engineering or technical background
already. With concientious reading we
can gain what useful book knowledge
there is on robotics, but we would still
lack the experience of building practical
robots, robots that do something useful.
Only by building successful robots
will we be educated. Because our resources are limited, we must gain the
maximum knowledge we can from each
robot we build. Not every robot will be
su~ful, so we must build as many

describing territory already known.
Lewis and Clark did it, and so must we.
To put it another way, robot builders
need to create robot-building tutorials,
through their sketches and schematics
and their words and examples. This is
already beginning to happen with fine
books like Flynn and Jones' Mobile Robots: Inspiration to Implementation and
McComb's classic Robot Builder's

Bonanza.
These books will guide the way foc
years to come, but we musn't stop there.
Both have lots of gaps to be filled. As an
example, Mobile Robots does a fine job

describing in general terms the techniques used in robotics and it gives us
two simple examples of what can be
accomplished. Follow on how-to books
should expand the number of machines
described, in keeping with the More,
Faster, Cheaper philosophy.
We each don't have to build a sequence of twenty radically different
robots; rather we should each build ten
robots with only minor variations and
successive refinements.
More, Faster, Cheaper means build
a simple robot,and document it with
clear sketches and schematics. Add one
improvement, and document that. Then
add one more improvement, and
document that
Refine by removing a subsystem
and replacing it with a different or upgraded subsystem. For example, replace
an IR range finder with an Ultrasonic
range finder. There are many details
different between the two, but they share
the same sort of output, namely a measure of range. From the start design for
subsystems to be swapped or upgraded.
Planning the sequence of robots to build
is the essence of the More, Faster,
Cheaper concept.
OK, what if experience with past
robots (yours and others) tells you to incorporate a host of changes in your next
robot? Rather than make ten (possibly
interacting) changes at once, you should
take the most ftmdamental single change
and build a new robot, the simplest one
you can, around it. Then incorporate
successive refinements one at a time.
What I've described is good engineering practice. Keeping a notebook,
malcing one tweek at a time, learning
from mistakes, all of these are needed for
disciplined design. Educating ourselves
by our own disciplined efforts is the best
way to map the territory we explore and
make it our own.
The Editor
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Drilling PCB Boards

T

here has been a lot of interest in my
CNC machine and Printed circuit
boards. One of the problems confronting
the home hobbyist is drilling PC boards.
The first task is getting the correct drill
bits. Drill bits are what are used to drill
holes, while a drill is the machine that
turns the drill bit. Here is the most
common method of sizing drill bits.
These are available at most good hardware/tool stores. McClendon's in
Woodinville carries all of these drill bits.
For Dremel Moto-tools I suggest
that you order 50 PC carbide drill bits for
$15 from the guy that advertises them in
Nuts and Volts. He has the popular drill
sizes for PC work. His price is outstanding. Otherwise off to the hardware
store. Here are the wire gauge sizes that

you will want to aoss reference. Obviously, fractional drills ie 1/32 =.0325
would equate to a #66 or #67. For most
PC work here are the recommended
sizes:
A rule of thumb: first select the size
of drill you need to accommodate the
component lead, then select a pad size
that will leave annular ring of .020" or
more if possible.
When using these size drills in a
Dremel, you will probably bum up the
drill bit in no time if you don't slow the
Dremel from 30,000 RPMs down to the
speeds noted in the chart. I recommend
speeds 20% less than those listed. The
listed values are for production runs.
Safety: dull drill bits cause
accidents. Use a sharp drill. Learn how

Hole Sizes for Electronic Components
PCB manufacturers Recommendations:
70
.028
65
.035
58
.042
53
.060
44
.080
1/8"
.125

vias
IC's, 1/4w resistors, caps, etc.
diodes, headers, to-220 etc.
large connectors etc.
mounting holes in to-220 case
mounting holes etc.

I recommend tighter tolerances than the above. With my CNC machine I use :
Signal diodes
.020
.027
1 amp diodes
.030
.033
2 amp diodes
.030
.033
3 amp diodes
.050
.052
.080
.085
.100
.104
1/8 watt resistors .018
.027
1/4 watt resistors .024
.027
1/2 watt resistors .0275
.032
2-10 watt resistors .035-.045
.036-.052
Ceramic Cap
.016
.027
.020
.027
.025
.027
.032
.035
Electrolytic Caps
.020-.032
.035-.042
.027
.032
LEDS
.017-.022
.027
DIP Sockets
.019
.027
PLCC Sockets
.025 (across corners is .032)
.045 +/-.0
Headers

by Dan Mauch

to sharpen them or buy a drill bit sharpener. Always secure the piece properly
with clamps or a vice. Never bold a thin
piece of metal in you hand while running
an electric drill. Use safety glasses and
better yet wear goggles.
Good luck and I hope the
information helps.

#Size
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40

Decimal

Speed

.0135
.0145
.016
.018
.020
.021
.0225
.024
.025
.026
.028
.02925
.031
.032
.033
.035
.036
.037
.038
.039
.040
.041
.042
.043
.0465
.052
.055
.0595
.0635
.067
.070
.073
.076
.0785
.081
.082
.086
.089
.0935
.096
.098

19805
18441
16711
14856
13369
12733
11882
11142
10695
10283

9548
9126
8626
8356
8102
7639
7428
7227
7037
6856
6884
6521
6366
6219
5751
5142
4861
4532
4211
3992
3821
3663
3519
3422
3406
3302
3262
3110
3005
2861
2640
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AAAI Competition Upcoming

T

he third annual AAA1 mobile robot contest and exhibition will be
held at the AAAI-94 conference in Seattle, Washington, July 31-August 4.
The goal of the contest is to encourage the advancement of the state of
the art in intelligent mobile robot technology, and to publicize the state of the
art to the AI community and the general
public. Towards this end, the competition will consist of three major events:
the contest itself, the exhibition, and a
short symposium for presentation and
discussion of techniques and strategies
employed by the various teams.

Schedule
The exact schedule has yet to be
worked out, but our intention is to have
most of the competitive events take
place before the beginning of the conference. The finals of the competition
and the exhibition will take place during

the conference proper. The symposium
will take place towards the end of the
conference.

Competition
This year's competition will consist
of two events, one focusing on navigation and the other on an integrated task
involving navigation, perception and
manipulation. Both events will take
place in a simulated office complex,
consisting of corridors, doorways, office
furnitw-e, and other obstacles. There will
be multiple heats for each event A prelimary draft of the competition rules is
available (see below).

Exhibition
The purpose of the exhibition is to
provide a forum for teams who wish to
demonstrate state-of-the-art robotics research which does not fit neatly into the
framework of the competition rules. The

oppose )Our robot is too slow. You
try inaeasing speed by upping the
gearing ratio, but when you test the robot
it goes even slower. What happened?
Work is defined as a force pushing
through a given distance. Lifting 2 lbs 3
feet amounts to 6 ft-lbs of work.
Power is work done in a certain
amount of time. Performing 6 ft-lbs of
work in one minute is 6 ft-lbs per
minute. More usual units for power are
Watts (Nm/sec) or horsepower (550 ftlbs/sec)
The equation for power is:
Power = Work/time

More power would perform more
work in the same amount of time, or the
same amount of w<X'k in less time.

idea is to demonstrate innovate technical
solutions to problems of interest to AI
researchers and the general public. The
exhibition is not limited to moibile robots-- manipulation demonstrations are
also welcomed. To help orchestrate the
exhibition, the organizing committee requests that organizations interested in
participating submit a proposal describing what they intend to
demonstrate, and bow it advances the
state of the art Proposals should be
about one to two pages, and should describe precisely what technical abilities
the robot will be demonstrating and its
relevance to AI and robotics.
If you are interested in either the
competition or the exhibition, please
send email to Reid Simmons
(reils@cs.cmu.edu). Ask for a copy of
the competition rules.

by William Harrison
Sine Robotics

Power and Work

S

by Brad Smallridge

Since work is a force times a
distance:
Power= {Force• Distance)ltime
= Force• {distance/time}
= Force • Speed

More power will give greater force
if the speed remains the same, or with
the same force the speed will go up.
A motor's output is measured with
power. Short of modifying the motor itself, a given motor has a maximum
power-producing torque & speed combination. Anything you do, be it gearing
up or down will not give you any more
power. If you wish to make your mobile
robot go faster, you must keep power in
mind.
As you gear up to go faster, the output torque will go down. Double the

speed, and the torque is cut in half.
If the robot bas more torque than it
needs, then in this situation gearing up
will produce greater speed. But if all of
the torque is used just accelerating the
robot, then further gearing up will not
speed the robot.
In fact, it may well go slower if
additional gearing stages must be added
with attendant frictional losses. Even if
the gearing efficiency remains the same,
it will take the robot longer to reach top
speed because it has less torque with
which to accelerate itself.
So remember, with a fixed amount
of power, you always trade off torque for
speed and visa versa.
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My phone number and address has changed! Marvin Green 821 SW Troutdale OR, 97060

LAST MINUTES ...
Last meeting in August was a good one. Kile Kroeker brought his robot KR-1, and was working to get his hall
effect sensors working as wheel position indicators. KR-1 uses a custom designed body and wheels for nice ground
clearance and good looks . A 68HC11 is KR-l's brain and two modified servos provide power.
Doug Reeder brought a unique balancing robot. This robot resembles a parrot when
clamped to your arm. Doug built this with the Motorola 68HC11 evaluation board, four
mercury switches to detect tilt, and a RIC servo to keep upright.
Also last meeting I brought a video of ROB0-11-ION the robotics fair held in Seattle.
But due to technical difficulty ... we couldn't watch it.

R=K*D2
Being an amateur robotics enthusiast, is anything but easy. Seems that you have to be an
expert in so many different things. Just to take on a robotics project you have to know
programming, electronics, and mechanics. I came up with this equation to demonstrate
this relationship, and put it in perspective.
ROBOT:(PROGRAMMING+ELECTRONICS+MECHANICS)*DETERMINATION2

The end product of this equation is R. R is ROBOT. K represents knowledge and can be
factored out as ( programming + electronics + mechanics ). The most important part of this
equation is D. Dis for determination. When determination is strong ... Robots get built.
I have found that this equation holds true in every level of robot building. Members of PARTS
have proved this time and time again. Keep plugging away.

ENcodrn # 2J
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Most every robot that your going to build is
RS232 cable

going to need to talk with a PC compatible computer.
Whether it's to write programs or share data, the most
common way to link a robot, and a PC is through the serial
port. A PC serial port uses standard RS232 voltages that
range from +12 and -12 volts.

On a typical robot, the CPU runs off of +5 volts and can't directly interface with +- 12 volts. Luckily several chips
have been designed to interface the CPU and RS232. In PARTS issue #05, I diagrammed a 68HC11 connecting to a
PC's serial port. This uses MAX232 chip. The MAX232 is a 16 pin IC that uses four l.Omf capacitors to boost the
chips voltage. This chip is very inexpensive (about $2.50) and is readily available. Maxim has recently come out with
the MAX233 20 pin IC, this chip is expensive in comparison ( about $15) but has the advantage of needing no
external capacitors. One chip does it all.
With the MAX233 circuit being so simple you can easily fit it into the case of the DB25 serial connector. This way,
all you ever need to build is one interface cable, and use it in all your robot projects. The female connector is MTA
crimp style that plug into a .100 header. Keep your cable length reasonable, so that the cable resistance won't show a
voltage drop to the chip.
This chip can be found from Pure Unobtainium (203) 870-9304 for $14.25. Maxim also offers free samples and data
books. (Great source!) Call Maxim at 1 800-998-8800. Digi-Key is also a good source at 1 800-344-4539.
This project is a good step towards plug and play robot connectors and is a slight variation to the circuit that Karl
Lunt suggests in Nuts and Volts. The best part is that there are no capacitors to stuff into the DB25 hood, and that
Maxim supplies free data books and samples.

___________________Hood __________ /

-

To Robot

R)(

c::::::i

Tx

c::::::i

+5

c::::::i

Gnd

0

To PC

---+

c::::::i

Cable

- ----- --------------------------------\__ _

0
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knowledge of the course like a dead-reckoner and
on the other hand it was sensing the end of the
straight paths with sonar like an autonomous machine. The judges decided to score it half way
between autonomous and dead-reckoner.
For those of you that were not there, the maze
was a 4 by 4 cells with alleys appoximately three
feet wide. Extra points were earned by pushing a
soda can out of the maze and by plugging into the
wall outlet. (see fig 1)
The maze proved too difficult for Don
Golding's Whiskers. Operating on its instinct level
alone, the machine would be nearly out the door,
when it would make a wrong turn back toward the
center of the maz.e. The little guy repeated the
same wrong tum over and over again with
amazing accuracy until its time ran out. According
to Don, a higher level behavior program could
have corrected the problem.
All in all the competition was smaller but
more interesting. Radio talk show host Dr. Moira
Gunn enlightened the crowds by interviewing the
contestants just before competing. Norman Maxwell, Mike Saari, Daniel Lehrbaum, Mark Cuevas,
and our score keeper, Rodger Liles made stellar
sound bites to the CNN camera crew which aired
for about 1 minute on Sunday night as part of a
review of the Exploratorium 's Tinkerers Weekend
.Enthusiasm was high and I've had several request
to do another event sooner than next year.
Brad Smallridge
Director SFRSA
Plwne 415-550-0588
Email bsmall@lwlonet.net

Start

c:an

0

Plug

Above, left: Gerry Labonville's ODYplugs into outlet in maze. (ODY
stands for Only Done Yesterday)
Above, right: Maze layout. Extra points awarded to robots that could
move the pop can out of the maze.
Below: Gerry Labonville and a trio of his machines, ODY, Arm and

Spud.
(Plwtos courtesy Brad Smallridge)
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Robot Rally Proposal

I

n order to provide a nationwide,
standardized, enjoyable, competitive sport for mobile robot enthusiasts, I
would like to propose something I call
the Robo-Ralley.
Robo-Ralley is simply a variation on
the classic sports car rally of the 1950's,
modified f<X" mobile robot competition.
The "classic rally" was a competitive
test of precision driving skill, timing of
the route driven, and precision navigation in ooJer to reach each checkpoint
This competition was usually done by
giving all competitors a list of route instructions requiring interpretation by the

navigaur.
These route instructions would consist mainly of reference points (large red
barn on the left, bridge over a stream,
etc.), a list of checkpoint locations, the
target time to arrive at each checkpoint
and the ideal total time for the route.
Teams would leave the starting point at
intervals and then meet at each check
point in tum to log their arrival times and

As soon as one contestant reaches a
checkpoint, the next contestant can leave
the previous cbeclcpoint. Several robots
can be on the course at the same time,
presenting a more "competitive"
appearance to the spectators.
The Robo-Ralley course can be
structured in many different forms. The
most simple form would be a "county
map" laid out as a grid of black lines, the
lines being "roads" outlining square or
rectangular "country miles". These lines
would be black (of proper width to ease
"line following" by the competitors) on a
white base.
Since all "roads" (the black lines)
will cross other "roads" at 90°, the robot
must be able to recognize an intersection
and pass across it, tum left, or tum right
as necessary.
F.acb robot must be able to accept
"route" instructions prior to it's competitive run. This can be done by any
reasonable means (keyboard, IR remote,

Rally teams would meet at each check point
in turn to log their arrival and departure
times. Of course a significant amount of
"spirits" were consumed at each check point
to celebrate the accomplishment...
subsequent departure times to the next
check point. Of course a significant
amount of "spirits" were consumed at
each check point to celebrate the
accomplishment
Since an autonomous robot can carry neither a driver nor a navigator, the
rally requirements must be changed
somewhat. The robot must be given the
route inf<X"mation, check points, times,
etc. and then left to it's own devices to
find it's way to each check point in twn
and to arrive at the finish, hopefully as
the winner.

etc.) but must consist only of the information irovided by the judges. This
information would be in a standard format consisting of a number of
intersections between each check point,
the ideal elapsed time between check
points, and the ideal total time for the
route.
Each contestant would also be
judged on the smoothness and quality of
it's mobile action (smoothness of
tracking, turns, etc.) much as gymnasts
and ice skaters are judged. This score,
combined with the check point times and

byO.RayButts

final times would be the basis for the final score. The score closest to the "ideal"
final score would be the rally winner.
This simple Robo-Ralley would require only these basic robotic
capabilities:
1. Line following.
2. Intersection sensing & decision
malcing.
3. Elapsed time monitoring.
4. Variable speed as needed to meet
route timing requirements.
5. The ability to load route instructions, and to compare it's
present situation to those
instructions.
6. All standard capabilities to move
about a course (no "bumpers"
required).
These capabilities could be as plain
or as fancy as the owner desired.
There would of necessity be certain
size requirements. I estimate, in order to
maintain a reasonably presentable competition, the robots' overall length at no
more than fourteen inches, maximum
width no more than eight inches. The
main reason for these size limitations is
to enable the creation of a reasonably
complex "route" on a reasonably sized
base. I estimate the layout area would be
eight feet by twelve feet, with a square
grid layout on two-foot centers. This
could be made from six four-foot square
sections, small enough to be easily
transportable in a van.
The Robo-Ralley offers unlimited
possibilities for increasing complexity
(size, curves, bills, ov erpasses, passing
zones...) and spectator appeal (house,
buildings, trees, rolling countryside... ).
The Robo-Ralley sounds at first like
an ambitious undertaking. It is, however,
a simple extension of the techniques
used in standard line following competition. For a truly competitive sport that
would appeal to a broad hobbyist mar(Please see Robot Rally cont. next page)
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ket, a standard robot base (perhaps with
a separate "sports car" body) will be
needed. This basic robot base should be
designed with upgradeable hardware and
software in mind so non-hardware people can use it Competition would then
center on who's software gives the best
performance.
The Robo-Ralley "route" and course
would require standard robot sizes and
power classes so any robot designed for
a given class can run on any course designed for that particular class. New
rally classes could be created as necessary, with varying levels of difficulty.
This means a rally class should also inlcude ratings for course compexity and
robot requirements.
Your comments on the Robo-Ralley
concept will be appreciated.

Another scene from the
Robot Races in SanFrancisco.
Here Rick Lehrbaum, Daniel
Lehrbaum and Marc Cuevas
prepare their Superhero (a
modified Heathkit Hero) to
make a run through the maze.
Superhero used a combination
of dead-reckoning and
ultrasonic position sensing.
The Judges ruled this
approach to be mid-way
between dead reckoning and
fully autonomous.
(Photo courtesy Brad Smallridge)

About the Seattle Robotics Society
The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to serve those interested in learning about
and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and amateurs, highschool
students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the creation of
cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We
meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community
College in room 1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet
the gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us.
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Events Calendar
September 12, 1993

October3

SFRSA Robot Races
Eighth Annual Robot Competition and Exhibition,
San Francisco Exploratorium, 10 am to 4 pm.
Events include: Robotic Rope Climbing, Maze
Wandering and Potato Peeling. Sponsored by the
San Francisco Robotics Society of America and the
Exploratorium. For more information contact Brad
Smallridge at (415) 550-0588.

Second Annual Robot Faire.
Orange Coast College (in main cafeteria)
Displays, Demos, Robot Races, Games, Exhibits,
Videos and much more. 10:00 am to 4:00 pm on
SUnday October 3rd. Sponsored by the Robotics
Society of Southern California. Frae admission. For
more information, call (714) 722-0890.

Contacts
Membership $12 per y•r, February to
following January. Backissues 81'8 $2
for one, $1.50 each additional issue in
US & Caneda, $3 for one, $2 each
additional for international orders. Make
your check in US funds payable to:

Bob Nanael
Encoder Editor
816N.105
Seattle, WA 98133

(206) 782-5989
Send hardcopy or cisk submissions ID

the above address.
Feb 19; 1994

February SRS Meeting
10:00 am in room 1652, N. S.C.C.

For electronic submissions, the Editor
can also be ntached at:

Robert Nanael O SRS BBS
206-362-5267, 1200"2400 8N1, 24 Hr

Seattle Robotics Society
816 N 105
Seattle, WA 98133
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Deb Shaw in the SFRSA
Robot Races Robot Potato
Peeling contest. Story and
more photos inside.
(Photo courtesy Brad
Smallridge)

